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Pennypress is a series of music videos about American historical events that I 
developed and shot as my graduate thesis project. The following report describes the 
project in detail, discussing the ideas, goals and challenges behind each video as well as 
the themes and intentions for the project as a whole. 
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 
While I contemplated making a practical, appropriately small-scale thesis film, I 
ultimately decided to make a highly stylized project involving multiple elaborate sets, 
original songs, many sets of dancers, and two separate shoots with completely different 
crews.  
Practicality has never been my strong suit. 
 My creative impulses tend towards lavish, design-heavy, stylized pieces often 
involving characters breaking into song. This impulse is definitely at odds with the 
practical limitations of student crews and resources, which can leave me frustrated and 
doubting my instincts. However, I decided to be ambitious for my thesis as this was the 
last time I would have ready access to so many resources (equipment, sound stages, crew, 
creative designers willing to work for free), and was perhaps my last chance to show 
others the type of ideas in my head. As well, making four unique pieces would allow for 
more varied material for my reel and provide me with more experience for this type of 
work in the future. 
 And so I set off, over a year and half ago now, making Pennypress: a series of 
music videos about historical events. The four historical events, and how I chose to 
represent them, are as follows: 
• THE SICKLES-KEY AFFAIR (1859).  
On February 27, 1859, Daniel Sickles, a Congressman with connections, 
killed his wife’s lover and got off scot-free by using the first-ever plea of 
“temporary insanity.” This piece explores – largely though ballet - the 
idea of losing control over oneself, as applied to both the wife (indulging 
in the affair) and the husband (in murdering her lover). [Shot July 2011] 
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• THE TRIANGLE SHIRTWAIST FACTORY FIRE (1911).  
A devastating fire in a Manhattan clothing factory on March 25, 1911 – 
one of the worst industrial disasters in American history – led to 
improved US factory safety standards and working conditions. In this 
video a chorus of women in shirtwaists rise from the ashes and smoke of 
the destroyed factory; the music builds and they begin to dance. The 
piece unfolds in reverse, with the dancers getting sucked back in time 
into the factory just before the fire breaks out. [Shot January 2011] 
 
• “PEACHES” BROWNING  (1926).  
“Peaches” Heenan’s whirlwind marriage and prompt divorce from 
Manhattan millionaire “Daddy” Browning was ubiquitous tabloid fodder 
in the 1920s. Their complicity with the press corresponded with the 
advent of a new style of journalism (tabloid), creating an early instance 
of modern American celebrity culture. Peaches eventually used her 
notoriety to launch a career in vaudeville, inviting comparisons to 
modern reality TV stars (people who have no talents but are, somehow, 
famous). In this video, Peaches sings her story directly to the camera; 
initially confined to an opulent bed, over time it is revealed that she is on 
a vaudeville stage and this is her act. [Shot July 2011]   
 
• THE FIRST MOON LANDING (1969).  
On July 20, 1969, two Americans astronauts landed on the lunar “Sea of 
Tranquility.” This music video is an expressionistic depiction of the 
world’s elation, as explored through ‘80s wave dance and the use of 
metaphor. The heavily electronic song incorporates audio samples from 
that day, all in public domain. [Shot January 2011] 
 
Each accompanying song was composed by a different musician and varies in the 
style of music as well as in its function within the piece (from background mood, to 
narration of the event, to active participant in its telling). All the pieces feature dancing 
(of assorted styles); two of the videos have performers singing on camera. The looks of 
the pieces range from realistic to more theatrical abstraction, with an emphasis on the 
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latter. Although they are set in the past, the pieces are consciously infused with a modern 
sensibility through the choice of musical and visual styles. They favor interpretative 
expressions and experiences of events over historical accuracy, and explore history as 
emotion.  
This work will ultimately be developed into a stand-alone, original website, which 
will allow for add-on music videos in the future. My actual thesis project consists of four 
music videos/musical numbers (selected to ultimately launch the website), each of which 
is intended to be playful, expressionistic and succinct.  
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Chapter 2:  Concept Development 
My original idea was to create something that felt like walking through a 
European city. America doesn’t have that sense of tangible history, living and breathing 
all around you. Culturally, we also tend to move forward, constantly in a frenzy of the 
‘new.’ I wanted to explore our relationship with the past, to suggest that history is alive - 
that it is all around us and is current even if we can’t see it. The events of America’s past 
have created, molded and influenced what the country is today; however often 
overlooked, they are none-the-less as present as any ancient building or cobblestone 
street.  
I connected with the idea of music videos for this project in part because they 
provided a new way to explore the past. Though I call them music videos for shorthand, I 
really think of these pieces as a hybrid of music videos and musical numbers. Musical 
numbers are often more narrative than music videos, making them particularly relevant to 
the exploration of historical events. I have a longstanding love of musicals and of making 
films that go beyond reality into stylized realms (such as breaking out in song or broad 
comedy). It was the possibilities these forms offered that really got me excited about this 
idea. What is different when you delve into history or a subject this way? How would it 
connect to an audience differently? 
 A defining concept of this project is the exploration of history as emotion. Music 
videos emphasize spectacle and mood over exposition: one can’t examine a subject as a 
documentary would when there is going to be singing and dancing. This emotional focus 
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helped in selecting the historical events. I looked for moments that had either an 
immediate or an eventual emotional, cultural impact, and resolved to explore the 
emotional essence of each event.  I wanted to challenge myself by putting forth a variety 
of moods. I selected joy (The First Moon Landing), passion/insanity (The Sickles-Key 
Affair), the need to be seen/celebrity (“Peaches” Browning), and regret/sadness (The 
Triangle Factory Fire). In crafting the pieces around the emotionality of each event, I 
was freed from attempting historical accuracy and even from imparting a lot of 
exposition or specifics.  
  Instead, the music video form allowed for theatrical abstraction and metaphor. In 
the “Peaches” Browning video a pyramid of gold bars sits on a table to suggest wealth 
and opulence. In the opening of The Triangle Shirtwaist Factory Fire a single set of feet 
fleeing the smoke amidst charred and broken debris is intended to stand in for the 146 
workers who were unable to escape the fire alive.  
In fact, I was particularly interested in exploring extreme abstraction in this 
project. In Vincent Minelli’s Band Wagon, The Girl Hunt Ballet uses a series of 
beautiful, impressionistic or abstracted backgrounds to define space. For instance, in 
Figure 1 Fred Astaire climbs a ladder to nowhere, attached to no building. Astaire 
scrambles up this ladder and, through a dissolve, somehow arrives at what appears to be a 
penthouse apartment.  
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   Figure 1: Bandwagon (1953) 
Information is conveyed, beautifully and succinctly, even though it makes no 
realistic sense. I wanted to do the same thing, but with historical events.  
Another defining element in my conception of this project is the purposeful use of 
anachronisms. In addition to the fact that music videos are themselves a modern form, I 
specifically sought to incorporate modern elements into each piece, rather than try for 
strict historical recreations. This speaks to the fact that the past is always understood from 
the present perspective and subject to modern interpretation. It also implicitly connects 
the events to present day, keeping the past relevant, almost modernizing it. Thus, a key 
component for each piece was how to create a combination of modern elements within 
the historical stories. 
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 Finally, the overarching design of this project was highly influenced by 
Isabella Rossellini’s Green Porno series. Green Porno is a collection of short 
films, focused on one subject (insect sexuality), told with a wink and fabulous art 
direction. I responded to the individual films but also to the idea of amassing a 
series of vignettes in exploration of a broader theme. I was excited to create a 
unified project, one filled with my interests and thoughts, ways of storytelling, 
and penchant for spectacle. And one that, moreover, gave me a structure for 
further work in the future. Energized to be creating a project infused with its own 
goals beyond the festival circuit that short films are limited to, I decided to create 
an original website as platform for the work and ideas.  
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Chapter 3:  The Website 
 As I thought about this project and how telling “news stories” as music videos 
affected the perception of the event as well as its potential audience, I became 
increasingly intrigued with how the dispersal of information influences one’s experience 
of cultural events. I wanted to explore the way that information is conveyed – first 
through newspapers, then radio and TV, and now the internet - and how that shapes 
experiences. I decided to expand beyond the pop culture affectation of music video “news 
stories” and focus the website to explore these issues.  
This project and its website are named after the cheap newspapers that 
started to be produced in America in the 1830s. The one cent cost allowed 
everyone access to news for the first time. This was due to the use of 
advertisements as a revenue source (as well as steam-powered machines), and 
subsequently brought on an era of advertisements still prevalent today. In 
addition, the newspapers were particularly sensationalistic in content, exhibiting 
a “preoccupation with crime and crisis events.”1 
 The following images are mock-ups to explain the website layout. 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
1 Thompson, Susan, Secrets of the Penny Press (Clio Among the Media, Volume 40, Number 1: Fall, 2005) 
1. 
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THE HOMEPAGE:   
An empty, welcoming living room that 
looks as if someone just left; a fire 
crackles in the fireplace, steam rises off a 
cup of tea on the table. There is no text or 
anything to tell you how to proceed. 
Clicking on certain items – the TV, 
newspaper, radio – takes you to one of 
the following webpages. 
THE NEWSPAPER PAGE: 
Brief written descriptions of all the videos 
of events occurring after 1690 (the year 
the first American newspaper was 
published).  The images are stills from the 
videos. 
 
THE RADIO PAGE: 
The dial reads from 1906 (the year radio 
was invented) to 2012. Listed between 
are only the years for which a music 
video has been created (with the year 
corresponding to the date of the historical 
event). Clicking on a year causes the 
song from each video to play (while the 
image remains the picture of a radio). 
THE TV PAGE: 
The dials read from 1953 (the year TV 
was invented) to 2012. Listed between 
are only the years for which a music 
video has been created (with the year 
corresponding to the date of the 
historical event). Clicking on a year 
causes the music video to play. 
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Chapter 4:  The Music Videos 
THE SICKLES-KEY AFFAIR MUSIC VIDEO 
 
  Figure 2:  Folies D’Espagne (2008) 
 
This was the hardest historical event to select. I almost went with Reverend Henry 
Ward Beecher’s affair, but the repercussions of the Sickles-Key affair seemed farther 
reaching. On February 27, 1859, Congressman Daniel Sickles killed his unarmed wife’s 
lover in broad daylight, surrounded by witnesses, practically on the front lawn of the 
White House.  His defense using the first ever plea of Temporary Insanity let him walk 
away with no penalties for killing another man, much to the approval of society at large. 
Though not as well known as other American scandals, this marks a distinct shift from 
the Victorian values of sacrificing personal desires for the greater good or the 
preservation of public/family appearances. Suddenly, not staying in control, not 
subverting your own desires or needs, was approved or at least acknowledged (under the 
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right conditions anyway). This is an oversimplification of course; at the time wives were 
seen as their husband’s property and responsibility. Many considered a philandering wife 
incompetent of making astute choices and it was thus the husband’s job to look after her. 
However, the subtler implications of this event for American society, and the general idea 
of whether one can go ‘temporarily’ insane, were the ideas that made this event the one I 
wanted to tell.  
  The visual inspiration and overall feel of this video was the artwork of the period 
- its use of color and darkness, and its sumptuous textures. I looked at the work of John 
Singer Sergeant, Giovanni Boldini, William Merritt Chase, Paul Helleu; two particularly 
influential images are shown in Figures 3 & 4. I wanted to convey the grandeur of the 
era, to create a sense of the sensual opulence that Edith Wharton describes in the 
following passage from The Age of Innocence:   
“One marched solemnly down a vista of enfiladed drawing rooms (the 
sea-green, the crimson and the bouton d’or), seeing from afar the many-
candled lusters reflected in the polished parquetry, and beyond that the 
depths of a conservatory where camellias and tree ferns arched their 
costly foliage over seats of black and gold bamboo.”  
 
In contrast, the philanderers’ trysting site was made to feel run down, to suggest that in 
squalor something more beautiful can exist than in the Sickles’ beautiful house. 
This piece is the most visually steeped in the past – the sets are intended to look 
period, as is the overall feel of the costumes (with a few modern details included). The 
dance is fairly traditional ballet. The most modern elements are the propulsive music, 
lush with dirty guitars, and the filming approach.  
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For this piece I wanted to do MGM musical camera moves on steroids, mixed 
with MTV shooting and quick editing style. The constantly moving camera is 
choreographed to the ballet like the shooting style of a classic 1950s MGM musical but 
much more heavily cut. A low-angle track in to the posing Sickles family - visually 
referencing the period’s portraiture (as exemplified in Figure 5) - is modernized by the 
camera movement (2D versus 3D). The portrait shot of the family goes on to incorporate 
a modern technique of flash cutting (in this instance, cutting rapidly between Teresa 
Sickles and a series of 6 women we assume to be Daniel Sickles’ mistresses). A sequence 
of dance between Teresa and Philip Key is intercut with Daniel Sickles dancing with 
Philip Key, in another modern film technique to convey the power that ‘passion’ had over 
each of their actions. 
 
Figure 3:  Still Life Flowers, Severin Roesen (1850) 
   
Figure 4:  Portrait of Madame F, Louis Eduard Debufe (1850) 
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Figure 5:  Portrait of George Trimble, Thomas Hicks (1854) 
The major theme of the piece is the idea of accountability, of losing control, as 
applied to Teresa/Key as well as Daniel. The story is told though from Teresa’s point of 
view. At first Teresa tries to resist Philip Key, within the dance. But by the time of the 
chorus, she is split – part of her succumbing to her passion with Key, the other part of her 
returning to her family portrait. This confused sense of time and space also speaks to the 
intensity of being under the spell of one’s emotions.  I decided to use a series of hallways, 
to seamlessly connect her ornate family’s house to the squalid site of her trysts.  Then 
Daniel Sickles arrives, replacing Teresa in her dance with Key, and becoming 
increasingly violent as his own ‘passion’ takes over.  
The lyrics for the song initially come from the (likely coerced) confession letter 
by Teresa Sickles, which Daniel Sickles had published before the trial (Figure 6): 
• “I have been in a house in Fifteenth Street, with Mr. Key. How many times I do 
not know.” 
•”…in the parlor, on the sofa…” 
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Teresa’s confession becomes increasingly sprinkled with themes from the defense 
lawyer’s argument as the song progresses (I have bolded the words and phrases used in 
the lyrics): 
•"Did the will join with the act, or was Mr. Sickles, at the time of the homicide, a 
mere creature of instinct, of impulse, that he could not resist--carried forward, like 
a mere machine to the consummation of that so-called tragedy?” 2 
•"homicide committed while in a frenzy – a transport of rage – is not a crime”3 
•"trouble is a mysterious visitor" 4 
•"committed in a state of heat resulting from passion, but resulting from passion 
which ought to be controlled but is not controlled; for passion which cannot be 
controlled is not passion which places any man within the pale of criminal 
accountability."5 
 
 
                                                 
2 Graham, John. Opening Speech of John Graham, Esq., to the jury, on the part of the defence, on the trial 
of Daniel E. Sickles, in the Criminal Court of the District of Columbia, Judge Thomas H. Crawford, 
presiding: April 9th and 11th, 1859 (New York: W.A. Townsend & Co., 1859) 23.  
3 Graham 43 
4 Graham 3. 
5 Graham 8. 
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Figure 6:  Facsimile of Teresa Sickles’ handwritten confession letter, 
as reproduced in Harper’s Weekly (April 23, 1859) 
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THE TRIANGLE SHIRTWAIST FACTORY FIRE MUSIC VIDEO 
 My overall goal for this video was to create something that felt like the following 
cartoon (Figure 7), created soon after the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory fire occurred:  
 
   Figure 7:  Newspaper cartoon (c. 1911) 
I decided to have this video unfold the way the public in 1911 experienced it: 
backwards. First, word spread of a fire in Manhattan’s Greenwich Village. The word on 
the street was people jumped to their death to escape the heat of the fire. The story 
promptly came out in the evening papers. It was then discovered who the workers were 
that died, and the situation in the factory. Finally, it was learned that the workers could 
not escape because the floor manager had locked them in, in order to reduce theft and 
keep them working lengthy hours.  
One of the biggest challenges of this piece was how to indicate that the video is 
playing out backwards. The whole video could not be told in reverse as I wanted to have 
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factory workers sing into the camera through the middle of the dance; therefore the piece 
must transition back and forth between moving forward and backwards in time. I decided 
to use smoke receding as a major motif to help create a sense of time reversing, as well as 
reversing some shots so the women dance backwards.  
Another motif is the use of fleeting, ghost-like shots created through overlapping 
dissolves to impart a sense of transience, impermanence and death. The following images 
(Figure 8 & 9) were influential in considering how to create this sense of transience and, 
in the latter image, despair. 
     
  Figure 8:  Video Phone music video (2009) 
 
 
    Figure 9: Sunrise (1927) 
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I always had a sense that the emotional core of the piece would be expressed 
through movement, but exactly who the dancers were was not so clear. I felt the dancers 
should be a vivid, modern presence, tragic but glamorous representations of the feel as a 
whole – that they should feel something like this picture:  
 
    Figure 10: Fashion image 
In other words, they would provide the anachronistic visuals of this piece. We put the 
dancers in period shirtwaists – of the type being sewn in the Triangle factory – but mixed 
these with modern stocking (bearing patterns suggestive of the twisted destruction of the 
factory), modern hotpants and a mix of period and contemporary hair and makeup. Rising 
out of the ashes of the fire, the dancers feel like ghosts floating through the haunted, 
destroyed space. As we go back in time, the dancers’ skirts and aprons ‘grow’ on them 
(shot in reverse), and we learn that they were factory workers.  
As it moves back in time, the video progresses from a very abstracted 
representation of the destroyed factory to a highly stylized set of the pre-fire factory. For 
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the destroyed space, we worked off the theme of the clothing factory, creating a fabric 
backdrop similar to the following image from Tales of Hoffman (Figure 11).  
 
   Figure 11: Tales of Hoffmann (1951) 
For the pre-fire factory, I wanted to stick with the highly theatrical feel. I showed 
my production designer these images from Nosferatu and The Red Shoes, to get at the 
sense of mixing 2D and 3D representations of space.  
  
    Figure 12: Nosferatu (1922) 
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    Figure 13: The Red Shoes (1948) 
 In terms of anachronism, the song is a modern-feeling, indie pop song and the 
dance itself is of the jazz dance style from the last half of the 20th century.  One major 
influence that I showed the choreographer was the dance in Bat for Lashes’s Daniel 
music video as well as the feel of the following image of German dancer Mary Wigman 
(Figure 14). 
  
   Figure 14: Mary Wigman 
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“PEACHES” BROWNING MUSIC VIDEO 
“In the thrill-happy Era of Wonderful Nonsense, the story of Daddy Browning 
and his chubby Peaches remains the undisputed champion in the division of sex-
sensation and foolishness….”6  
 
 
  Figure 15: Various references from my image library 
 This is a very dense, complicated story that I found extremely challenging to 
convey in my chosen expressionistic style, without being too chock full of facts and 
details.  I was drawn to the obsession with celebrity, the tabloid culture, and the story’s 
relation to modern celebrity culture, as well as the campy aspect of the whole affair. The 
story is as follows.  
 Edward Browning was a Manhattan millionaire and prominent architect in the 
beginning of the 20th century. He had a thing for young girls, and at one point even put an 
ad in a newspaper to ‘adopt’ one. He was also “a gentleman who, for all intents and 
purposes, could not be libeled; who could be ridiculed, buffooned, scorned, or solemnly 
attacked as a public menace; whose fetid mind could be explored at will; whose sexual 
                                                 
6  Churchill, Allen. The Years the World Went Mad. New York: Cornwall Press, Inc. 1960. 
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practices and honeymoon antics he was only too happy to reveal, and from whom, as 
rejoinder, might be feared not so much as a single letter to the editor.”7 In short, 
according to columnist Jack Lait, “Browning was the most maniacal publicity hound I 
have ever met.”8  
 When he met Francis Heenan (at a highschool dance!), Browning was instantly 
smitten. He started taking her out and within two months they eloped on her 16th 
birthday.9 With Browning came media attention, and their whole relationship unfolded on 
the front pages of the burgeoning tabloid press of the 1920s. Young Peaches took to the 
attention like a moth to the flame and they became, as Damon Runyon called them, 
“shameless publicity mutts.” They shared everything with the press, staging publicity 
shots and working with reporters on articles such as “Peaches’ Honeymoon Diary,” a 
“fully illustrated four thousand word multi-installment expose that revealed the intimate 
thoughts and experiences of the millionaire wonder-bride.”10  
 The Browning’s complicity with the press continued even when their relationship 
failed. Peaches walked out on Daddy after less than a half a year. Not knowing where she 
went, Daddy turned to the press yet again, putting ads in the paper asking her to return. 
Instead, she responded with a letter in the New York Evening Graphic titled “Why I left 
Daddy,” writing “my dream of love has turned into a hideous, revolting nightmare.” This 
                                                 
7 Quotation by Oliver H.P. Garrett, in Greenburg, Michael M. “Peaches and Daddy: A Story of the Roaring 
20s, the Birth of Tabloid Media, and the Courtship That Captured the Hearts and Imaginations of the 
American Public (Overlook Hardcover, 2008) 16.  
8 Greenburg 16. 
9 DeLeest, Delia. “Scandal: Peaches and Daddy.(blog: http://unusualhistoricals.blogspot.com/2009/09/scandal-
peaches-and-daddy.html, 2009). 
10 Greenburg 157.  
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began a period of Peaches and Daddy maligning each other through the press and in the 
courts. Later, in the course of the divorce trial, Peaches implied that all her articles were 
written by The New York Graphic ghostwriters – admitting in court that she didn’t write 
them although she did read them and approve the content.11 The unusual extent of the 
Browning’s cooperation with the tabloids, as well as their divorce trial being open to the 
press (at the Judge's demand), contributed to the development of tabloid journalism.  
 Another key player in the advent of tabloid journalism was The New York 
Evening Graphic, which started in 1924 with the declaration that “we intend to interest 
you mightily. We intend to dramatize and sensationalize the news and some stories that 
are not new. But we do not want a single dull line to appear in this newspaper.”12  The 
tabloid was notable in its use of first-person articles, crafting “confessionals” through 
interviews with their subjects. Although critics of the period called them 
“pornoGraphic,” the daily circulation of The Graphic soon reached 600,000.13 Peaches 
and Daddy were a favorite subject of The Graphic, and they in turn seem to have 
collaborated with The Graphic in particular.   
 Many salacious details of their marriage came out in court and were publicized 
through the press. For instance, Peaches let it be known that Daddy Browning was a big 
fan of Marion Dockerill (Figure 16), a woman said to have been a member of a “love 
cult” called “The Secret Order of Tantriks.” Daddy showed Peaches naked images of 
                                                 
11 Greenburg 257. 
12 Greenburg 138. 
13 Greenburg 157. 
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Marion and had Peaches meet her.  There was so much allusion to sex in the case that 
The  New York World declared "the testimony is as full of beds as a barracks.”  
     
 Figure 16: My Life in a Love Cult: A Warning to All Young Girls, 
Marion Dockerill (1928) 
 Meanwhile The Graphic had just introduced a new technique called the 
“composograph,” in which models act out scenes and their faces are later composited or 
collaged with photographs of the people they are supposed to be. Which is to say, they 
were  employing the precursor of photoshopping or photo manipulation in journalism, 
back in the 1920s. Many of the first composographs were of Daddy and Peaches in take-
offs on scenarios disclosed in the trial. I referenced three of these (Figure 17 – 19) in my 
piece with the vaudeville dancers acting out the scene onstage and holding masks of 
Daddy and Peaches to their faces. 
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 Figure 17: Composograph 1, The New York Evening Graphic (1926) 
 
    
 Figure 18: Composograph 2, The New York Evening Graphic (1926) 
    
 Figure 19: Composograph 3, The New York Evening Graphic (1926) 
 Although Peaches ended up getting nothing out of the divorce, she was not done 
with publicity yet. She signed a vaudeville contract in early 1927, becoming billed as “the 
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Most Talked of Girl in All the World.” She made almost $100,000 per year and even 
wrote a song called “When Flaming Youth Marries Old Age.” Eventually, however she 
became an alcoholic who died of a fall-related contusion. She was living with her mother 
at the time, who heard a noise and found her in the bathroom.   
    
 Figure 20: Peaches, photographed by celebrity photographer Cheney 
Johnston (c 1927) 
 So, yes, this is a very complicated, layered story not easily conveyed in under four 
minutes and without a plethora of details. It seemed the way to emotionalize this story 
was to tell it from Peaches’ general point of view. However everyone – Peaches 
particularly – contradicted themselves so much over the course of this affair that I sought 
to keep multiple interpretations of Peaches’ character and aspirations rather than pin her 
down as being and wanting one thing. This intention motivated the constant flow of 
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transitions through the many different feels/tones/emotions/time changes packed into the 
song and video. 
 Another challenge in this piece was how to dramatize the tabloid presence. I used 
actual newspapers multiple times within the video, but also supplemented this in various 
ways. I tried to put forth the voyeuristic and sexual aspect of their newspaper content by 
using the tabloids and celebrity attention as a turn on. I constantly connected them to a 
bed by having Peaches in bed throughout the piece, at one point in printed tabloid sheets 
stamped with newspaper headlines. Just as newspapers are an ubiquitous presence 
throughout the video, I decided it was better to never see Daddy but instead have his 
presence conveyed periodically through silhouette, shadowplay and masks (and of course 
his constant presence in Peaches’ song). Sex as well lurks throughout, as it did in the 
tabloid reporting of the Brownings.  
 Toward the end of the piece, it is revealed that Peaches actually performed 
vaudeville following her divorce. Thus the number unfolds like her vaudeville 
performance would have, only we don’t know it till two thirds of the way in. She dies on 
stage, now to an empty theater.  
 My goal for this piece visually was to soften and sensualize the brashness of the 
story.  I wanted the piece to feel like the image in Figure 21. 
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 Figure 21: Chanel Haute Couture springs/Summer 2010 Womens 
Collection details (fashion video) 
The modern elements in this piece are more obvious than some of the others. The 
flashing lights of photographers evolve into a modern-feeling, colored “light show” that 
Peaches basks in. The music is modern, as well some of the visual elements although the 
entire piece unfolds as if on a vaudeville stage. At the same time, silhouettes, costumes 
and dance common to the vaudeville era provide a period presence. 
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THE FIRST MOON LANDING MUSIC VIDEO 
 My greatest challenge for this piece was how to create an arc. I did not want to 
make the piece about the landing itself and whether they would make it there safely, so 
the story became essentially a plateau of elation as the astronauts walked on the moon. 
This pushed me to make the video highly interpretative and metaphorical in order to give 
it a beginning, middle and end. The straightforward presentation of this piece is meant to 
convey the joy and wonder of the world watching the moon landing in real time over TV, 
in addition to the jubilation of the astronauts.  
In this piece we find the astronauts floundering, their movements fluid but 
uneven, until they suddenly, spontaneously, break out in dance. At this point the 
astronauts enjoy the weightlessness of being on the moon - the feeling of their bodies 
“without” gravity. They are driven by pleasure, wonder, curiosity.  Their dance carries 
them to the edge of the Sea of Tranquility, at which point they strip and enter the “water.”  
The piece culminates in the astronauts’ transcendence, in their going beyond human 
boundaries into pure fantasy/wonder, melting into nature, and returning from where we 
all came from.   
 The art direction of the water is the craftiest of all four pieces. Originally I 
intended to have similar crafty design elements in all the videos as a means of 
maximizing abstraction, but it proved quite hard to make (and too time-consuming and 
expensive). I had a separate production designer, Chase Staggs, devoted to the 
construction of the “sea.”  He worked off the theatrical use of a series of flats (as 
illustrated in the stage play representation of an ocean in the Adventures of Baron 
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Munchausen, Figure 22), but modified it to create a moving, 3D version that the camera 
could track over.    
         
 Figure 22: Stage play from The Adventures of Baron Munchausen 
(1988) 
 Again, the song and the dance are modern elements incorporated in the telling of 
this past event.  The song uses audio clips from the day, sampling and remixing the well-
known words: “Houston, Tranquility Base here. The Eagle has landed”; “Roger, 
Tranquility, we copy you on the ground. You got a bunch of guys about to turn blue. 
We’re breathing again.” The dance is inspired by ‘80s wave dance, which has a 
particularly loose, joyful quality. 
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Chapter 5:  Conclusion 
This project has been a series of disengaging and re-engaging with each piece. I 
shot two videos, began editing them, shot two more videos, logged them; I then moved to 
California at which point I began the cycle of completion on each piece (rough cut for 
each, fine cut, finishing up each song, sound design, etc.). This felt both good and bad: I 
retained greater objectivity than usual in the editing process, but required more time to 
delve into each music video after I’d been away working on the other ones. I also greatly 
underestimated how much more work was required for four shorter pieces than for one 
large one (four casts, four songs, four time periods, four different styles, four different 
flaws in the footage to resolve, etc.). 
When I look at the finished product, there are many things I would do differently. 
I repeatedly find that one of the things I am most interested in – bringing the piece to life, 
working with the camera and actors in the moment – falls by the wayside in the scramble 
to pull off the scope of my ambition. That missing focus and attention is what I regret 
most in the making of this project. There are key story moments and beats that I missed. 
Getting these videos done was such a storm of activity that it is only now, in retrospect 
and with distance, that I feel confident in how to approach or crystallize what I am 
meaning to say in each one.  
Another lesson learned is that in my interest with abstraction and emotional 
storytelling, I suspect I underestimated the importance of certain specifics. I did not 
always select the right details to include, details that would offer greater clarity and/or 
weight and thus increase the emotional experience. For instance, in The Sickles-Key 
Affair I have Dan Sickles posing without his right leg; this is a reference to his losing his 
leg in the Civil War, years after he murdered Philip Key. However, it is frankly confusing 
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in the final product and throws people out of the experience. Similarly, in “Peaches” 
Browning, a burlesque dancer is meant to represent Marion Dockerill, to insert a sort of 
teasing, adult sexuality and presence amidst Peaches’ frank interpretation of her story; in 
actuality, some people find the burlesque dancer confusing and unrelated.  
This project greatly furthered my experience in creative collaboration with other 
artists. I am a perfectionist - I want the camera movement right, the music right, the sets 
right, the costumes right. Negotiating my extremely high (likely unrealistic) expectations 
without bludgeoning creative input from others has been a consistent challenge, 
particularly in the realm of unpaid collaborations. I believe I improved a lot over the 
course of this project, through the sheer number of collaborations and the practice of 
working with so many different types of artists and personalities. I really enjoy creating 
something with other artists, but I need to get better at loosening creative control and 
working with people who are not as invested as I am. I do wish I could work more 
consistently with the same collaborators, once we have evolved past the awkward stage 
of getting the kinks out in the collaborative process. 
I do not know where this work will get me, but I do know that it feels “right.” My 
fascination with cinema continues to revolve around moments that transport us beyond 
reality. Big projects and broad stylization are just in me. I would love to make more 
music videos along this vein and eventually to make more traditional or experimental full 
length musicals. However in this era of mumblecore and low budget, realistic films that 
focus on low stakes personal dramas I’m not sure where my work will stand.  I am sure at 
this point that I am not interested in making that type of work myself. Creating this 
project has made me more excited to follow my gut and see where that takes me.  
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Appendix 1: Scripts 
MUSIC VIDEO 1:  THE SICKLES-KEY AFFAIR 
INT. MEETING ROOM - DAY 
A Victorian drawing room, once beautiful but now run down. The red brocade wallpaper 
is peeling, the furniture mismatched and threadbare (though once fancy). 
A woman - TERESA SICKLES - stands in the room. Her grand dress and stature stand 
out amidst the decay of the room. She wears a navy blue cape with a fur collar and 
matching muff. 
She walks to the window, where she hangs up a white handkerchief. She then sits down 
on the sofa. 
    SONG 
I have been in a house on 15th street… 
With Mr. Key… 
PHILIP KEY now stands at the door. He takes the handkerchief from the window and 
approaches her.  
     SONG 
However, how many times, I do not know 
 
Philip offers Teresa the handkerchief, then uses it to pull her off the sofa and they begin 
to dance together. In this section of the dance Teresa seems to fight her attraction to 
Philip - she flirts but then pulls away then touches him etc. She becomes increasingly 
entangled with Philip (at the end of verse 2) - she is caught, can’t escape her desires.  
 
SONG 
I went in by the back gate 
In 1858 
He kissed me in the house,  
In the parlor, on the sofa 
A number of times.  
      
At this point, we will shoot 2 variations: 
 
1. Teresa breaks free and disappears down the hallway.  
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2. Teresa gives in completely to Philip and they dance together, intertwined, for the 
following chorus: [USE THE HANDKERCHIEF HERE - either drop it to the floor or 
have it unite them somehow in a move that can be mimicked in the death ballet.][i.e. 
Before part of her attention has been to get away from Philip; from this point on her 
attention is towards him]. 
 SONG 
Trouble is a mysterious visitor, 
I confess I let him in, 
Just for a little, not forever, 
Make me forget my name 
 
 [If this does not give enough time for the dance, have Philip pull Teresa up at the beat 
before “I have been.”] 
This last chorus will be intercut with:  
INT. HALLWAY - NIGHT 
Teresa makes her way down a series of halls.  
INT. MEETING ROOM - DAY 
SONG 
Passion cannot be controlled 
Fury turns to frenzy 
Man to machine, 
Making madness out of innocence 
 
Teresa Sickles and Daniel Sickles dance the SAME dance with Philip Key for this verse.  
The second half will be intercut with: 
INT. HALLWAY - NIGHT 
Teresa makes her way down a series of halls, ending up in a grand parlor. 
INT. AUSTIN WOMEN’S CLUB - DAY 
Through a seamless cut we find Teresa posing with her husband, DANIEL SICKLES and 
her daughter LAURA at the far end of the parlor.  
  SONG 
Trouble is a mysterious visitor, 
I confess I let him in, 
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SONG (CONT’D) 
Just for a little, not forever, 
Make me forget from where I begin 
 
The camera tracks in to the family. Once it is close enough that the shins of the actors are 
out of frame, Teresa starts to flicker out of the scene and is replaced by another society 
woman. This woman is soon replaced as well, starting a series of evolving women (7) 
who transition into barely-dressed prostitutes.  
 
Teresa returns as the woman in the portrait shot, her look suggesting she’s aware of the 
other women and concerned about her place in the family.  
 
SONG 
And then you found 
And you locked me up  
And he was waiting, 
And you …. 
Ooohhhhhh 
She looks to Daniel. He flickers out, replaced by Philip Key. Daniel flickers back in, his 
look now suggesting he realizes Philip has been in his place.  
SONG 
Trouble is a mysterious visitor, 
I confess I let him in, 
Just for a little, not forever, 
Make me forget from where I begin 
This whole section will be intercut with: 
INT. HALLWAY - DAY 
Daniel Sickles storms down the halls. 
INT. MEETING ROOM - DAY 
Philip Key and Daniel Sickles dancing (for chorus 2 and the bridge). At some point, 
Daniel Sickles picks up the handkerchief that Teresa let float to the sofa or the floor at 
some point in her dance (probably when she gives in to Philip at the beginning of the first 
chorus).  
 
SONG 
Trouble is a mysterious visitor, 
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SONG (CONT’D) 
You confess you let him in, 
Just for a little, not forever, 
Did you go temporarily insane? 
Daniel entraps Philip in a move similar to the end of verse 2, strangling him.  
Philip dies on the ground. Daniel looks down at him? 
The camera tracks back.  
INT. CIVIL WAR PORTRAIT - DAY 
Daniel Sickles, now with a peg leg, poses in his Civil War uniform before a picture of the 
White House.  
INT. CIVIL WAR PORTRAIT VARIATION - DAY 
Variation, with Teresa in the shot. Handkerchief is poking out of her pocket.
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MUSIC VIDEO 2:  THE TRIANGLE SHIRTWAIST FACTORY FIRE 
EXT. TRIANGLE SHIRTWAIST FACTORY - DAY 
A woman’s face screaming. Behind her, a faux fire rages.  
The woman stands on a ledge before a reddened window, considering whether to jump.  
She does. 
The camera pushes through the window, into the factory. 
INT. TRIANGLE SHIRTWAIST FACTORY - HEIGHT OF THE FIRE 
MUSIC STARTS as we enter the factory. Fire, mayhem, charred rubble everywhere 
(perhaps more burnt than things would actually be at this point).  
Women running, with their hair and clothes on fire.  
A couple run to the window. They embrace before jumping out it. 
Behind this foreground of chaos, odd-looking women rise into the frame one by one, as if 
rising out of the ashes. [0:16-0:28]. They become a presence. [0:24] 
They start to dance. [0:30] They move backwards in the space, and a fabric tunnel lights 
up behind them.  
Emerging from darkness, a woman in workclothes floats through the dance (as if 
oblivious to the fire), singing her story to the camera. [0:47] 
  SINGER 1 
Breathe draws in and stays 
Threads of lives, entangled fates 
A second and the third woman criss-cross through the fire in suit, singing to the camera.  
  SINGER 2 
What good would it do me? 
Time only runs through me. 
 
  SINGER 3 
All I know is now. 
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The dancers back up into the fabric tunnel.  
  SINGERS (V.O,) 
We all dissolve like the edge of a cloud 
But to keep moving forward is all that’s allowed 
Reverse shot paralleling the reverse sound in the song. [1:51]. The dancers round a 
corner, out of the fabric tunnel.  
INT. TRIANGLE FACTORY - EARLY FIRE 
As the camera pushes deeper into the space, it travels back in time.   
The women move back to their work stations, their apron and skirts growing on them as 
they go (reverse shot).  
The fire shrinks, ultimately receding into the bin of rags from which it started.  
A manager walks along the row of working women. He exits. 
INT. FACTORY BUILDING HALLWAY - CONTINUOUS 
The manager exits and locks the door behind him.  
He walks away down the hall.  
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MUSIC VIDEO 3: “PEACHES” BROWNING 
INT. VAUDEVILLE STAGE - NIGHT 
Open on Peaches writing in her diary. She lounges on a bed. Projected images of a dark, 
teenager’s bedroom disguise the fact that she is on a stage. [FRONT PROJECTION]. The 
camera pushes in to a close up. 
     
PEACHES 
(singing) 
I found the prince I want to marry,  
He's old but promised me the whole world,  
and he can deliver. 
 
The camera pulls out, revealing that her modest bed linens have been replaced by 
extremely fancy ones and that her bed has been replaced with an ornate 4-poster bed from 
which various lace fabrics hang. Her bed table has been changed and her lamp replaced 
with a gold genie lamp. A pile of gold bars are arranged on the bed table.  
 
In the background, Peaches’ “bedroom” has been replaced by a white scrim.  
 
     PEACHES 
(singing) 
When he treats me like a child, I’m mild to his advances but, 
I'm giddy as a pretty school girl right when he gets me in  
In his big blue car. 
 
SILHOUETTES of dancers enter from the right side of the scrim. The dancers are 
dressed as young girls.  
 
PEACHES 
(singing) 
I bat my eyes and he is positively at my mercy 
All the boys from the newspapers are hanging on 
My every word. 
 
A pair of male hands deposit an elaborate breakfast on a silver tray through fabric 
enclosing the 4-poster bed. A newspaper from 1926 bears the headline “Peaches and 
Daddy get married.” 
 
A fappish silhouette of Daddy enters in the background and dances/flits/flirts amidst the 
dancers. 
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    PEACHES 
(singing) 
He bought me more than I could carry 
He took my hand and we got married. 
 
Daddy’s silhouette grows larger on the scrim behind her until it takes up most of the 
frame. This culminates in a white light flashing on Peaches’ face in the foreground, 
startling her (as if a camera has flashed in her face).  
 
More white lights flash on Peaches, who quickly grows accustomed to them. Colored 
lights start to intermingle amidst the white flashes. 
 
Another layer of lace scrolls down from the top of frame. BEHIND that, the dancers play 
out a series of quick scenes of Daddy entertaining them in the silhouettes.  
 
     PEACHES 
(singing) 
I’m his Peaches for the night when we go out dancing 
Past my bedtime, he’s so charming, 
Take another shots boys, put me on the cover page. 
 
The colored lights take over the white flash bulbs, creating a light show in the bed. 
Peaches basks in the colored lightshow, playing to the camera. 
 
Meanwhile, the scenes of Daddy entertaining the girls continue: 
1. Daddy flirts with the girls. The girls act like young teenagers. When not with Daddy 
they are in clumps, giggling with each other? 
2. Daddy hands out handkerchiefs to the girls. 
3. Daddy primps, combs his hair and then struts & poses.  
4. Daddy walks the African goose with a big ribbon round it’s neck. 
 
     PEACHES 
(singing) 
I’m feeling faint,  
I hate this goose,  
He’s off his head, 
I want out so - 
 
Peaches flips open her newspaper to find another article: “Why I left Daddy” by Peaches 
Browning. The projection becomes full image of whatever the cigar smoke started. 
Daddy disappears behind, and the burlesque dancers resume dancing, now at the higher 
tempo.  
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     PEACHES 
(singing) 
Now I’m packing up all he bought me 
Peaches starts singing into a Dictaphone now on the bed. 
      
PEACHES 
(singing) 
Money isn’t everything after all, 
When I think of the terrible hours in the night… 
ought to help with alimony 
BEHIND: burleseque dancers slip out of their dresses. 
Peaches rolls away from the camera.  
 
INT. VAUDEVILLE STAGE – NIGHT 
 
Peaches exits the bed and moves downstage, singing to the camera. 
 
     PEACHES 
(singing) 
Judge, I beg you to believe me,  
Our bedroom was a battlefield. 
He made demands beyond the realm of human decency. 
Peaches struts over a rug made of doll heads and doll dresses. 
 
The burlesque dancers run downstage, and strike poses referencing the composographs, 
each holding double-sided masks bearing Peaches and Daddy’s faces. Multiple dancers 
on the stage at once, wearing period white undies. 
COMPOSOGRAPH 1: The dancers strike a pose like Daddy walking like a dog on all 4s.  
     PEACHES 
(singing) 
In the middle of the night,  
I’d awake to something crazy 
 
COMPOSOGRAPH 2: The dancers strike a pose like Daddy holding the alarm clock to 
Peaches’ ear and Daddy sanding a shoe horn/Peaches annoyed.  
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PEACHES (CONT’D) 
(singing) 
His violent outbursts, his gun,  
COMPOSOGRAPH 3: Daddy shoves doll in Peaches’ face.  
 
PEACHES (CONT’D) 
(singing) 
His sick fun, his strange perversions. 
 
This entire composograph section will also be intercut with Peaches back in the bed, now 
snuggled between satin sheets covered in tabloid newsprint. Visible headlines include 
“My love Life with Peaches” by Daddy Browning and other “articles” written by him. 
The curtain of fabric encasing the bed is thicker now, and covers more territory, so we 
can’t see silhouettes through or anything through it. Male hands enter the fabric curtain 
and turn on a 16mm camera attached at each corner of the 4-poster bed, each pointed 
down at her. She writhes around in her tabloid sheets.  
 
PEACHES (CONT’D) 
(singing) 
He had his Peaches for a night, he got all he wanted, 
I did my time, was his sunshine, 
He had fun now, I need to get mine. 
Everybody listened to the old man’s lies,  
Daddy got off the hook so I took the stage 
 
Outside the bed, the camera pulls farther back and we see Peaches is performing in a 
vaudeville theater before an audience.  
 
PEACHES (CONT’D) 
(singing) 
Before you marry someone of advanced years 
Remember my bitter tears 
Acid burned this peach, but you still know my name 
Close on Peaches singing. 
 
PEACHES (CONT’D) 
(singing) 
I was his Peaches for a night, and we would go out dancing 
He wanted Peaches every night,  
I’m sick of his perversions. 
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Peaches outside the bed, watches a projection of herself on the bed from during the 
lightshow.  
 
PEACHES (CONT’D) 
(singing) 
He wanted Peaches all the time, 
And I said, no no no – 
Peaches dies onstage - falling onto a mangy bed.  
 
The camera pulls farther out to reveal that the stage dressing have changed. The grand 4-
poster bed has returned to a regular non-poster, plainer bed (dressed slightly differently 
than in the opening scene 
 
A slow flash of light (as if a camera’s flash in slow motion) covers her. Her hand clutches 
a tabloid from 1956 with the headline “Peaches falls for the last time” 
The camera cuts back to the wide shot, which shows that no one is in the audience now.  
INT. STAGE - MARION DOCKERILL 
Push in to burlesque dancer with fans teasing the camera, through scrim or in front of 
scrim.  
Start as a silhouette and light change she’s behind a scrim? 
 
[To be intercut with the vaudeville number.] 
INT. STAGE - PEACHES 
A couple of peaches in a silver platter/silver bowl/glass bowl on a table with a fancy 
white tablecloth. Slow pull back as black acid drips slowly onto them and they morph.  
 
Behind or before a scrim. 
[To be intercut with the vaudeville number.] 
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MUSIC VIDEO 4: THE FIRST MOON LANDING 
The moon. We push in from 30 or 40 feet as if landing on the moon ourselves. An 
electronic song starts unobtrusively on the audio track. 
The camera tracks forward over the surface of the moon. Cresting the orb, an astronaut 
emerges. Another follows. They walk/float along the surface. 
The song builds.  
SONG 
(sampled in the song) 
Magnificent desolation. 
 
One astronaut bumbles, falls to the moon surfaces and bounces back up - resembling a 
break-dancing move.  
SONG (CONT’D) 
Tranquility, we copy you on the ground. You got a 
bunch of guys about to turn blue. We’re breathing 
again. 
 
Drums layer in the song [0:39]. The astronauts bust out dancing in unison. 
 
     SONG (CONT’D) 
Houston, Tranquility Base here. The Eagle has landed. 
They dance for a while, ecstatic.  
 
The camera pulls back to reveal a ‘sea of tranquility’ opened up before the 
dancers. 
The astronauts unzip their suits, remove their helmets and boots. 
     SONG (CONT’D) 
The Eagle has wings….The Eagle has wings….We 
came in peace for all mankind. 
 
The astronauts walk into the water and sink beneath the surface. 
 
  SONG (CONT’D) 
It’s been a long day. 
The image fades to black. 
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Appendix 2: Credits 
THE SICKLES-KEY AFFAIR CAST 
Philip Key James Fuller 
 Teresa Sickles Brittany Strickland 
 Daniel Sickles Paul Bloodgood 
Laura Sickles Elise Gardner 
   Mistress #1 (high-class) Natalie Wilemon 
Mistress #2 (high-class) Valerie Lara 
Mistress #3 (middle) Heather Danner 
  Mistress #4 (middle) Ashley Spillers 
 Mistress #5 (low-class) Christina Leidel 
 Mistress #6 (low-class) Rachel Wiese 
Mistress #7 (low-class) Tracy Medberry 
 
 
THE TRIANGLE SHIRTWAIST FACTORY CAST 
Dancers Ann Berman 
 Alana Gutierrez 
 Stephanie Keeton 
 Haley Sung 
Singer 1  Michelle Cheney 
Singer 2 Raina Leigh Krause 
Singer 3 Karla Manzur 
Factory Workers Christy Decker 
 Thomas Eckermann 
 Bridget Farr 
 June Griffin Garcia 
 Natalie Kabenjin 
Manager Derek Isreal 
 
 
“PEACHES” BROWNING CAST 
Peaches Noel Wells 
Daddy Andy Agne 
Marion Dockerill Jolie Goodnight 
Vaudevile dancer #1 Bethany Berg 
Vaudevile dancer #2 Lena Konetchy 
Vaudevile dancer #3 Erin Laningham 
Vaudevile dancer #4 Celeste Myhre 
Vaudevile dancer #5 Michelle Stuckey 
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THE FIRST MOON LANDING CAST 
Astronaut 1 Kristin Nicolaisen 
Astronaut 2 Derrick Leon Washington 
 
    
CREW (January shoot) 
PRODUCER Erin Randall 
CREATIVE PRODUCER Laura Guichard 
DIRECTOR Johanna Witherby 
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR Jessie Dorfman 
CINEMATOGRAPHER Drew Daniels 
AC/CARDS Melissa Porter 
GAFFER Matt Fliehlr 
 Thomaz Werner 
GRIPS Alex Blair 
 Carlos Boillat 
 Gavin Cantrell 
 Forest Croft 
 Tim Edwards 
 EJ Enriquez  
 Mark Gerchak   
 Thomas Harbet 
 Evan Ho 
 Huay Bin Law 
 Kevin Lindsey 
 Ivete Lucas 
 Ricardo Palomares 
 Ryan Propost 
 Roy Rutngamlug 
 Ben Slamka 
 Gareth Witte 
COSTUME DESIGNER Polly Veltchev 
MAKE UP/HAIR Charli Brath 
ON-SET EDITOR Daniel Trevino 
SCRIPT SUPERVISOR Sharon Arteaga 
CATERER Ben Kullerd 
 Jason Wohlfahrt 
STILL PHOTOGRAPHER Patrick Rusk 
PRODUCTION ASSISTANTS TaNeil Dodsworth 
 Kelly Johnson 
 Sonia Melendez 
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CREW (July shoot) 
PRODUCER Catherine DeMartino 
 Johanna Witherby 
CREATIVE PRODUCER Laura Guichard 
DIRECTOR Johanna Witherby 
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR Jessie Dorfman  
CINEMATOGRAPHER Ellie Ann Fenton  
1st AC Ricardo Palomares 
2nd AC Ty Eddington  
2nd CAMERA Ty Eddington 
 Evan Ho 
 EJ Enriquez 
MEDIA MANAGER Selen Flores 
 Evan Ho 
GAFFER Taylor Washington  
GRIPS Tim Edwards 
 EJ Enriquez 
 Mark Gerchak    
 Roger Gordon  
 Thomas Harbet  
 Evan Ho  
 Kelly Johnson  
 Ben Slamka 
 Andrew Tilley 
 Fabian Valdez    
STEADICAM OPERATOR David Lackey 
SPECIAL FX SUPERVISOR Marcel Rodriguez 
COSTUME DESIGNER Katie Aylward 
ASSISTANTS Wendy Sandoval 
 Lindsey Robertson 
MAKE UP/HAIR Allie Towell 
 Charli Brath 
SCRIPT SUPERVISOR Nancy Smith 
CATERER David Bartner  
STILL PHOTOGRAPHER Patrick Rusk 
PRODUCTION ASSISTANTS Hugo Garza 
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The Sickle-Key Affair CREATIVE CREW 
ORIGINAL SONG White Dress 
CHOREOGRAPHER James Fuller & Brittany Strickland 
PRODUCTION DESIGNER Emily Haueisen 
 Brian Anderson 
ART DEPARTMENT Chris Bennett 
 Canyon Darcy 
 Jessie Dorfman 
 Nick Park  
 Khattie Quinones 
 Abby Reisman 
 Jessie Torrisi 
SET DRESSERS Jonathan Lopez 
 Audrey Rodriguez 
 
 
The Triangle Shirtwaist Factory Fire CREATIVE CREW 
ORIGINAL SONG Bill Baird 
CHOREOGRAPHER Stephanie Keeton 
PRODUCTION DESIGNER Michelle Marchesseault 
ART DEPARTMENT Angela Chen 
 Faith Daniel 
 Canyon Darcy 
 Laura Nicole Davila  
 Sarah Gonzalez 
 Celeste Griffin 
 Lucas Harrison 
 Robert Howell 
 Macon Leighton 
 Melissa Nierman 
 Julia Lou 
 Cassie Padgett 
 Ryan Propost 
 Roger Propost 
 Erin Randall 
 Lindsey Schroeder 
 Brian Schwartz 
 Alexander Shumake 
 Ben Slamka 
 Chase Staggs 
 Leilah Stewart 
 Heather Stewart 
 Aaron Temple 
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 Daniel Timmins 
 Sarah Wheeler 
SET DRESSERS Beth Chatelain 
 Canyon Darcy 
 Selen Flores 
 Ying Liu 
 Lindsey Schroeder 
 Heather Stewart 
 
 
“Peaches” Browning CREATIVE CREW 
ORIGINAL SONG White Dress 
CHOREOGRAPHER Lena Konetchy & Michelle Stuckey 
PRODUCTION DESIGNER Tony Costello 
NEWSPAPER DESIGNER Jordan Kerfeld 
DOLL RUG  Ying Liu 
ART DEPARTMENT Erin Randall 
 Catherine DeMartino 
SET DRESSER Tony Costello 
 Erin Randall 
 
 
The First Moon Landing CREATIVE CREW 
ORIGINAL SONG Focus Group 
CHOREOGRAPHER Derrick Leon Washington 
PRODUCTION DESIGNER moon Bradley Nuese 
PRODUCTION DESIGNER water Chase Staggs 
ART DEPARTMENT Saaket Dubey 
 Axel Gerdau 
 Lucas Harrison 
 Josh Holland 
 Anna Margaret Hollyman 
 Mary Hollyman 
 Macon Leighton 
 John Moore 
 Hannah Naglieri 
 Megan North 
 Richard North 
 Caroline O'Connor 
 Nevie Owens 
 Rogelio Salinas 
 Daniel Timmins 
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POST PRODUCTION 
EDITOR Johanna Witherby 
FX ARTISTS Nick Adams 
 Patrick Blanc 
 Eva Branellec 
 Sydney Cruz 
 Cameron Deutschendorf 
SOUND DESIGN Abigail Savage 
 Rose Seyfried 
SOUND MIXER Mario Jacinto 
POST PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR Susanne Kraft 
 Jeremy Gruy 
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Amber Dodsen and the Austin Women’s Club 
Melissa Huber 
Cecille Marcato and the Neill-Cochran House Museum Director 
Doug Oliver 
UT Prop Shop 
 
The Triangle Shirtwaist Factory Fire THANK YOUS 
Chell Parkins 
Lorn Mcdougal 
Sonja Rainey 
 
“Peaches” Browning THANK YOUS 
Dan Stuyck 
Mary at the Bastrop Thrift Store 
 
The First Moon Landing THANK YOUS 
Ben Snyder 
 
GENERAL THANK YOUS 
Andy Garrison 
Erin Randall 
Jessie Dorfman 
Katja Straub 
Ying Liu 
Abigail Savage 
Chipotle 
Einstein Brother’s 
Romeo’s 
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Ruby’s BBQ 
Starbucks 
Miguel Alvarez 
Ben Bays 
Susan Mickey 
Susanne Kraft 
Jeremy Gruy 
Keefe Boerner 
Alex Smith 
Charles Ramirez Berg 
Laura Guichard 
Sabrina, Joe, Jasper, Silas, Lucas 
Mom and Dad 
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